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This paper studies the lattice structure of a class of commutative rings called sigma-l (XZ) 
rings, whose finitely generated torsionfree modules are direct sums of ideals. In particular, 
those 21 rings that satisfy the Krull-Schmidt condition for lattices, those that satisfy cancella- 
tion and power cancellation and those that have the property that every lattice has a unique 
number of indecomposable direct summands are determined. 
Introduction 
A ring-order is a commutative, Noetherian, reduced ring R of Krull dimension 
1 with module-finite integral closure R” in its total quotient ring. A ring-order R is 
called 21 if every lattice-i.e., a finitely generated submodule of a free module-is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals of the ring. A Bass ring is a ring-order whose 
ideals are 2-generated; every Bass ring is ZI [l, 7.31. 
This paper is concerned with the following question: when are two direct sums 
of ideals of a z11 ring R isomorphic R-modules? Steinitz [4] answered this question 
for Dedekind domains while Levy and Wiegand [3] provided the answer for Bass 
rings. 
The Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya property (K-S-A)-i.e., that every lattice has a 
unique, up to isomorphism, decomposition into a direct sum of indecomposable 
lattices-holds for lattices over local XZ rings (see Section 2). However, globally, 
quite a different situation prevails; see Section 4 for a complete description. 
Further, it is known that uniqueness of the number of indecomposable summands 
(denoted as UN1s)-i.e., that for each lattice M, there exists a unique integer 
t = t(M) such that any indecomposable decomposition of M has t summands+an 
also fail over Bass rings. In Section 4, those ZZ rings that have the UNIS property 
are completely characterized. 
A major tool of the description of global direct sum behavior is the fact that the 
collection of isomorphism classes of lattices locally isomorphic to any given lattice 
M has a group structure G(M), the genus class group of M. When R is a CZ 
ring-order, every G(M) is a homomorphic image of the direct product of some 
number t of copies of G(R). For Bass rings, t = 1. I do not know whether t = 1 
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suffices for general z’1 rings. See Section 3. However, the existence of some t 
implies that the genus exponent and power-cancellation exponent are the same as 
they are for Bass rings. When Pit R is finite: 
(i) the genus exponent-the smallest e such that if M and N are locally 
isomorphic, then M’“’ (direct sum of e copies) = N@)--equals the exponent of 
Pit R; and 
(ii) the power-cancellation exponent-the smallest e such that X@ M 2: X@ N 
implies M”’ = N’“‘---equals the exponent of a certain subgroup of Pit R. See 
Section 4. 
1. Definitions and notations 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a ring-order. If Q,, . . . , Q,, denote the 
distinct minimal prime ideals of R, then the total quotient ring K = Q(R) is a 
direct product of fields R,( , while R” is a Dedekind ring. The group of units of any 
ring S is denoted by S*. If RM is a lattice, then the projective k-module, 
6 QaR M/torsion, is denoted by R”M. 
The conductor ideal (R: R”) = {x E l? 1 x. R” C R} is denoted by c. Since c 
contains a regular element of R, c is contained in only finitely many maximal 
ideals: &%r,. . . , _dtr; these are called the ~ing~Za~ maximal ideals of R. 
In Sections 3 and 4, much of the notation of R. and S. Wiegand f5-71 will be 
used. In particular, given an R-lattice M and u E (k/c)*, M” denotes the pullback 
of the following Cartesian square: 
=I 1 r3 
MfcM-kMfcM~ R”MfcM 
where 8 is an automorphism of RMicM with determinant equaf to U. The 
subgroup AR of (k/c)* consists of elements that lift to units of I? while the 
subgroup A, consists of units which are determinants of automorphisms (over 
R/c) of Z?MfcM that carry MfcM into itself. 
2. Local direct sum behavior 
This section identifies the indecomposable lattices and proves that the K-S-A 
condition holds for any local ZZ ring. Assume throughout this section that R is a 
local 2’1 ring-order, which is necessarily either a local Bass ring or else a small 
class of ring-orders with precisely 3 minimal prime ideals [Z]. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let R be a local Bass ring with integral closure R. Then 
(1) There exist only finitely many rings S such that R C S C R”, all of which form 
a chain of semihxaf rings R = R, C R, C R, C -. . C R, = R” and are non-isomor- 
phic as R-lattices; and 
(2) Any indecon~posable R-lattice X is isomorphic to either some ring S = Ri or 
else RlQ for some minimal prime Q. Furthermore, every R, is indecomposable 
except possibly R”. 
Proof. (1) Most of these results follow immediately from [3, 2.1 and 2.23. To see 
that each ring S between R and R” is semilocal, note that c C rad S since any 
maximal ideal of S contains the unique maximal ideal of R. But S/c is Artinian so 
S has only finitely many maximal ideals. 
(2) If X is a faithful indecomposable R-lattice, then by [3, 2.11, X is a 
projective ideal of the ring S = End(X) where R C S C I?. Since S is semilocal, it 
follows that X= S. 
If X is unfaithful, then Ann,(X) = & . IS a minimal prime of R and, as Bass 
proves in [l; p. 221, R/Q is a discrete valuation ring (DVR). Since X is 
isomorphic to an ideal, X= RIQ. 
For the last statement, if R is a domain, then so is any ring S between R and R”; 
hence, S is indecomposable. If R is not a domain, then it is a subdirect sum of 2 
discrete valuation domains R, and R, fl, 7.71. Further, R” = R, fB R, and any ring 
S properly contained in R” contains no non-trivial idempotents; hence S is also 
indecomposable. ci 
Definition 2.2. Let h : Ri -W k (i = 1,2,3) be ring homomorphisms where each R, is 
a DVR with maximal ideal R, . xi and k is a field. Define a triad of DVR’s over a 
field to be the ring R = {(rI, r2, r?) E R, @R, @ R, 1 f,r, = f2r2 = f3r3}. Let S = 
f(r,,r,)CR,@R,/f,r, =f24 and define R’ = {(s, r3) E S @ R, 1 f,s = grx} 
where fs : S--w V, g : R, -H V are ring homomorphisms, V is an Artinian valuation 
ring of length 2, kerf,=S*(x,,x,) and kerg=R,Dx:. Then R’ is called a 
special quasi-triad while the ring R is called the associated triad to the special 
quasi-triad R’. See [2,3.1] for more details. 
A local SZ ring with exactly 3 minimal prime ideals must either be a triad or 
else a special quasi-triad [2,3.2]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a local 2 I ring with 3 minimal primes Q, > Q2 and Q,. Then 
(1) Zf R is a triad of the three DVR’s R,, R, and R, (so R C R, @R,@ R3) over 
the residue field k, then any indecomFosable R-lattice X is isomorphic to one of the 
following: Ri=RIQ,, S,= R/(Q;fIQ,), Z=R*(l,l,O)+ R.(O,l,l) orR; and 
(2) Zf R is a special quasi-triad with T the associated triad for R, then any 
indecomposable R-lattice is isomorphic to either R or is an indecomposable 
T-lattice. 
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Proof. (1) Let xi generate the maximal ideal of the DVR R, = RIQi. Identify Ri 
with its zero section in R, @R, 63 R, so that the maximal ideal of R becomes 
JX =(MWxz)@W B ass, in [1, p. 231, shows that inde~omposable R-lattices 
are isomorphic to one of the following types: 
(xi) = R/Q; = R,, R/(xk) = RI( Qi i’l Qi) = S,, 
R and (xi + x,, x2 + x3). 
However, it is clear that (.x1 + x,, X, + x3) = R * (1, 1,O) + R * (0, 1, 1) = I. 
(2) See [2, Theorem 3.101. El 
Remark 2.4. An easy calculation shows that the endomorphism ring of the ideal Z 
in Theorem 2.3 is the local ring R. Consequently, it is clear from inspection of 
Theorem 2.3 that every indecomposable R-lattice has a local endomorphism ring 
when R is either a triad or a special quasi-triad. 
Theorem 2.5. Let R be any local Z’I ring. Then R has the K-S-A property for 
lattices. 
Proof. Let M be an R-lattice and by passing from R to R/Ann,(M), assume that 
M is faithful. 
If R is either a triad or a special quasi-triad of 3 DVR’s, then by Remark 2.4, 
every indecomposable R-lattice has a local endomorphism ring and so the classical 
Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem applies. 
Assume now that R is a local Bass ring. If M has a decomposition with an 
unfaithful indecomposable summand, then since all such indecomposable lattices 
have local endomorphism rings by Theorem 2.1, any other decomposition must 
also have an isomorphic copy of that lattice as a summand. Furthermore, those 
summands can he cancelled. As a result, assume that any decomposition of M has 
only faithful indecomposable summands. 
Using the results of Theorem 2.1, any two decompositions of M look like 
where ai, b, 2 0 and R = R, C R, C R, C R, C . . - C R, C I? are the indecompos- 
able rings between R and R. Let k be the largest integer such that uk > 0. Using 
t_he linear ordering of the R,, a direct computation shows that p(M) =: {x E 
R 1 x + M C M} = R,. (Note that p(M) is the largest subring of R for which M is a 
module.) Since p(M) is an isomorphism invariant, b, > 0 and bj = 0 for j > k. Yet 
cancellation holds for local ring-orders so cancel one copy of R, from both sides. 
This process obviously continues by induction and this proves the K-S-A property 
for local Bass rings. Cl 
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3. The genus class group of a Iattice over a ring-order 
Assume R is a ring-order, not necessarily local. If M is an R-lattice, the genus 
of M, denoted by G(M), is the set of all isomorphism classes of lattices N such 
that M, = Np for all P E ~axspe~(R) = (the maximal ideals of R}. As shall be 
seen, a group structure, called the genus class group, on G(M) is easily defined 
(see Theorem 3.1 below) and, in a certain sense, this group is ‘controlled’ by the 
Picard group of R (see Main Theorem 3.7 below). In making G(M) into an 
additive abelian group, it is sometimes necessary to distinguish between a lattice 
M and its isomorphism class [Ml. The first two results are due to Levy in a private 
communication. 
Theorem 3.1 (Existence of genus class groups). Let M he a fu~t~ful R-lattice. Then 
the genus of M, G(M), is an additive abelian group with addition defined by 
[X]+[Y]=[S] where [Xl, {Y], [S]EG(M) and S satisfies XCBY-MOBS. 
Furthermore, the identity of G(M) is the class [MI. 
Proof. Given [X] and [Y] E G(M), the existence of the R-lattice S satisfying 
X@ Y = M CD S is due to a version of Roiter’s theorem that can be found in [S, 
2.101. But since cancellation holds for local rings, S E G(Y) = G(M). The opera- 
tion is well defined for if M CB S = M @ T, then by [6,1.9], 5’ = T” for some 
UEA,. But S, T, and M belong to the same genus so A,,, = A, = A, (see [7, 
2.3.23). IIence S= T” = T. The other group properties are easily checked. 0 
Definition 3.2. Let G = G(M) be the genus class group of a R-lattice M. The 
restricted genus class group ?f M,_denoted by D(M), is defined to be the set of 
lattices N in G such that RN- RM. It is trivial to check that D(M) forms a 
subgroup of G. 
When M is a faithful R-lattice, an equivalent definition of D(M) is sometimes 
more useful. Let Pit R” = G(R) denote the Picard group of R”, written additively, 
and define a map J3: G -+ Pit R” via p([N]) = cl(R"N) . cl(R”M)-’ where cl(X) 
denotes the ideal class (in the Steinitz sense) in the Dedekind ring R. Using the 
definition of G(M), it easily checked that p is a group homomorphism. Further- 
more, by [5, 2.91, /3 is an epimorphism. In this case, the restricted genus class 
group is the kernel of the map p; clearly, D(M) is a subgroup of G(M) and from 
[6, 1.41, D(M) = {[MU] 1 u E (R”lc)*} = (k/c)*lA,A,. 
The main result of this section is that every G(M) is a homomorphic image of a 
direct product of f copies of Pit R, denoted n’ Pit R; in this sense, Pit R ‘controls’ 
G(M). Furthermore, the integer t depends only on R. In order to show this, a 
series of lemmas, showing there exists only finitely many ‘basic building blocks’ of 
genera and that there are several group homomorphisms between the various 
genera, is necessary. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let R be a Z;I ring-order. Then there exist only Jinitely many genera of 
indecomposable R-lattices, G( Y, ), . , . , G( Y,); i.e., each Yi is indeecomposabie. 
Proof. Since R is XI, it suffices to show there exist only finitely many genera of 
ideais of R. Set S = R\U{ P E Spec R 1 P is either a minimal prime ideal or a 
singular maximal ideal} and note that for any ideal I # 0 of R, S-‘Z # 0 is an ideai 
of S-‘R. Further, since R, is a local Dedekind domain whenever P is a 
non-singular maximal ideal, the genera of an R-ideal is determined solely by its 
localizations at the minimal prime and singular maximal ideals. Thus, there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the class of genera of ideals I of R and the 
class of genera of ideals S-‘1 of S-‘R given by G(I)++ G(S-‘I). Without loss of 
generality, replace R by the semilocal ring S-‘R; in this case, the genus of a 
lattice is its isomorphism class. 
Now R has only finitely many minimal prime ideals and only finitely many 
maximal ideals, each of which is singular. Further, two ideals are isomorphic if 
their localizations at each of those prime ideals are isomorphic. Since the only 
ideals of R, are R, and 0 whenever Q is a minimal prime ideal, it suffices to show 
that there are only finitely many ideals of R, where P is a singular maximal ideal. 
But from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, R, has only finitely many non-isomorphic 
ideals. q 
Lemma 3.4. Let M and N be R-lattices beZonging to the same genus. Then there 
exist group isomorphisms @:G(M)++G(M@N) and BIDfMj: D(M)- 
D(M@N) defined by @([XI) = [X$N]. 
Proof. By replacing R by R/Ann,(M), if necessary, assume M and N are faithful 
R-lattices and define 0 as above. Using the definitions of G(M) and D(M), the 
reader can check that 8 is a group homomorphism. Note @(D(M)) C D(M @3 N) 
since @([M”]) = [Ml’@ N] = [(M @ N)“] E D(M @ N) by [5,2.2]. 
It is straightforward to check, by diagram chasing, that the following diagram is 
commutative: 






D(M Cl3 A+---+G(M @ N)APic(R”) 
\ 
As a result, to show that 6 is an isomorphism, it suffices, by the Five Lemma, to 
show that @lDCiMf is an isomorphism. Yet @(I M”]) = [M“ @ N] = [(M @J N)“] so, by 
Definition 3.2, BlaCMj is epic. To see that OIDCMj is one-to-one, note that if 
[M”]Ekernel, then O([MU])=[M”@N]=[M@N]. So by 16, 1.61, uEA,,,. 
Yet M and N are in the same genus so by [7,2.1.4 and 2.3.21, A,,, = A,A, = 
A,+ A, = A,. Hence, [M”] = [M] or ker 81,(,) = 0. 0 
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Lemma 3.5. Let M and iV be R-lattices. Then there exist group epimorph~s~ns 
cp : G(M) @ G(N) -+ G(M ‘23 I?) and ~)\o(~)~~(~) : D(M) @ D(N) --3$ D(M CB N) de- 
fined via cp([X], [Y]) = [X43 Y]. 
Proof. By passing to R/Ann(M @ N), assume A4 &IN is faithful. Since h4 and N 
may not be faithful and their annihilators could be different, recall that R is a 
direct sum of Dedekind domains and that, from (5,221, the property M” @ N” = 
(M @ N)‘” holds provided u E (R/c)* (respectively, u E (R/c)*) has all coordi- 
nates equal to 1 in any component which annihilates M (respectively, N). In this 
sense, &CM”], [N”]) = [M” @N”] = [(M @ N)““] and so p(D(M) ED D(N)) C 
D(M 09 N). (I thank the referee for bringing this point to my attention.) 
Now, as in Lemma 3.4, it is easily checked that cp is a group homomorphism 
and that the following diagram is commutative: 





D(M EB N) A G(M@N) 
P * Pic(l?) 
where the right vertical map sends (X, Y)--+ (XY). Once again, to see that (o is 
epic, it suffices to show q]n(M)BD(Nt is epic. But every unit x in (R/c)* can be 
written as a product II 1 u, where u and u are as in the remark in the above 
paragraph. As a result, 
~(~~~1, [N”]) = [(Mffl N),‘] = [(Me N)“] 
and so 401 ~~(~)~D(~) is epic. •J 
Lemma 3.6. Let I be an ideal of R. Then there exists ~p~rnorph~srns 
CT :Pit R--w G(Z) and al,(,) : D(R) _tt D(I) deJined by a([H]) = [H * I] where H is 
an invertible R-fractional ideal in R and H + I is the lattice formed by ordinary 
multiplication within I?I. 
Proof. By replacing R by R/Ann~(~), assume that f is faithful and define the map 
u: Pit R-+ G(I) as above. Again, it is straightforward to check that cr is a 
well-defined homomorphism. Note that in Pit R = G(R), [H] + [K] = [U - K]. 
Claim. R”Z = I” and so @(D(R)) C D(l). 
To see this, note that, by [5,2.2], R” @ I = (R63 I)” 2: R @ I” and so applying 
the class ideal functor, as defined in [3,3.2], R” 1 f = I” as desired. 
As a result of the above claim, the following diagram is clearly commutative: 






o- D(Z) - G(Z)- ’ Pit R-0 
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The fact that R”Z = I” also shows that c: D(R) -w D(Z) is onto and so by the 
Snake Lemma, g : Pit R--w G(Z) must be onto as well. q 
Main Theorem 3.7. Let R be a L);Z ring with genera G(Y, ), . . . , G( Y,) as in 
Lemma 3.3. Let L be any R-lattice. Then G(L) [respectively, D(L)] is a 
homomorphic image of fl’ Pit R (respec?~~ely, n’D(R)). 
Proof. Since L decomposes into a direct sum of indecomposable lattices, each of 
which belongs to one of G(Y,), . . . , G(Y,), it follows by suitable grouping that 
G(L) = G(Y;F1’@ YT’CR . -. 69 YT’). From Lemma 3.4, it follows that G(L) = 
G(Y;.,@ Y,$b *a - @ Yj). But using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, the following epimor- 
phisms exist: 
+G(Yj,%Yj2% b.0 @Yjs)=-G(L). 
In a similar vein, the epimorphisms 
n*E’(R) -H D( Y, fB Yz @ * . . @ Y,) 
“D(Yj,~Yjl$...~Yj~)-D(L) 
also exist. Cl 
4. Global direct sum behavior 
Section 2 showed that local _$I rings satisfy the K-S-A condition for lattices. For 
the global situation, K-S-A holds only when two very strong conditions occur. 
Lemma 4.1. Let R be an indecomposable GZ ring with exactly 1 singular maximal 
ideal ~$4 and let X # 0 be an R-lattice. Then X is indecomposable #X, is 
indecomposable. 
Proof ‘ 3 ‘. Suppose X, = L @IV where L and N are R,-lattices. Let 8’ be a 
projection of X, onto L so that 8’ is an idempotent endomorphism of X,,. But 
End,“#(X,) =L R, QD, End,(X) and so 8’ = Bit for some t)Z’dl and 6 E End(X). 
Yet 8 : X ++ O(X) splits when localized at J4 and at every non-singuIar maximal 
ideal P since R, is a local Dedekind domain. Thus, 0 splits at every maximal ideal 
of R and so X is decomposable. 
‘ (I ‘, Suppose X = Y @ Z where Y and 2 are R-lattices. Since R is indecompos- 
able, every minimal prime ideal is contained in JH. Thus, Y C Y&, Z C 2, and 
XC X,& so that X~, = Y, @ 2, decomposes. cl 
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Theorem 4.2. Let R be an indecomposable 2Z ring. Then R has the K-S-A property 
for lattices iff 
(i) R has at most one singular maximal ideal, and 
(ii) Pit R = 1. 
Proof. ‘ + ‘. (i) Let J4 1 and JZ& be distinct singular maximal ideals of R. It follows 
that JU,#R for otherwise R, would be a local Dedekind domain (and hence 
would be non-singular). The epimorphism cp : Ai, G3 Ju, + Ju 1 + JZ%, = R, defined 
via q(m,, m2) = m, - m2, splits (since R is projective) so that R@(_&, f7 JIM) 2: 
A1 @ 4,. But no indecomposable summand of Ai can be isomorphic to R since 
Jlli C R and Ai #R. This isomorphism violates the K-S-A condition. 
(ii) Suppose that Pit R # 1. Choose Z#R in Pit R and observe that I@ ZZ’ = 
R@Z.Z~‘=R@R. Thus, K-S-A fails if PicR#l. 
‘+‘. If R has no singular maximal ideals, then R, is a DVR for every maximal 
ideal; it follows that R is a Dedekind domain with Pit R = 1 and so R has the 
K-S-A property. Assume that R has exactly one singular maximal ideal Ju. Let X 
and Y be R-lattices. 
Claim. If X, = Y,fd, then X = Y. 
By Definition 3.2, if Pit R = 1, then Pit R” = 1. Consequently, RX= RY and 
X E G(Y) and so X = Y” for some u E (R/c)*. However, Pit R = 1 implies 
D(R) = 1 and so by Main Theorem 3.7, D(Y) = 0. Consequently, X 2: Y” = Y. 
Now if an R-lattice M has decompositions 
then by localizing at J%, M, decomposes as 
(X,>, @ (&)A4 @ . . . @ ws>, =(Y, L.4 @ (Y*)1@ .. . @ (Y,), 
where each (X,).& and each ( Yj), is indecomposable (by Lemma 4.1) and satisfies 
the claim. Yet Theorem 2.5 shows that local _%Z rings, such as R_,, satisfy the 
K-S-A property. Therefore, s = t and after relabeling, (X,),, = (Y,).,, for all i. 
Applying the claim yields X, = Y, for all i and s = t. This proves that R satisfies 
the K-S-A property. El 
The question of which _EZ rings R have the UNIS property is a semi-local 
question. Consequently, the answer lies in the notion of the graph of the spectrum 
of R, which has the prime ideals of R as vertices and a directed edge connects 
vertex JII with vertex P whenever JII > P. The graph is denoted by gph(R) and a 
Zoop is a simple closed path in gph(R). 
Another important tool is the notion of consistency as used heavily by Haefner 
and Levy in [2, 1.51. For each maximal ideal .& of R, let L(.m%) be an R,,-lattice 
and call a family of local lattices {L(A)} consistent provided L(A). = L(J!~ ‘)o 
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whenever Q is a minimal prime ideal contained in both J& and J& ‘. The following 
theorem is a method of glueing local lattices together and it follows by a slight 
generalization of [2, 1.61: 
Theorem 4.3 (Consistency Theorem). Let {L(A))) be a consistent family of local 
lattices. Then there exists an R-lattice L such that L, = L(~) for all ~ax~~a~ 
idea& .& of R. ci 
Lemma 4.4. Let R be an indecomposable ring-order and let Al = {P E Spec R ( P 
contains at least 2 distinct minimal primes of R} . Set T = R\lJ {P 1 P E Jll } and let 
X # 0 be an ~ndecomposable R-lattice ~omorphi~ to an ideal of R. Then T-IX is a 
non-zero, inde~omposab~e T-’ R-lattice isomorphic to an ideal of T-‘R. 
Proof. Since R is indecomposable, every minimal prime ideal is contained in some 
P E ,A. Thus, T consists of regular elements so X C T-‘X # 0. 
Suppose that T-‘X= Y@ 2 where Y and Z are T-‘R-lattices. Since X is 
isomorphic to an ideal of R, then for any minimal prime ideal Q, either Yo = 0 
and Z, = Xo or vice versa. Furthermore, if P is a non-singular maximal ideal, 
then X, is either an indecomposable ideal of the domain R, or else is 0. 
ForeachmaximalidealPofR,setL(P)=:Y,ifPEJU,=:X,ifP~~andP 
contains some minimal prime Q where Y, = Xo Z 0, and =: 0 otherwise (i.e., if 
Yo = 0.) Similarly, set N(P) =: 2, if P E &, =: X, if Pg.4 and P contains some 
minimal prime Q where Z, = Xo ;t” 0, and =: 0 otherwise (i.e., if Z, = 0.) 
To see that the set {L(P) 1 P E Spec R} is consistent, let Q be a minimal prime 
such that Q C P il P’ where P E Ju and P’@Ju and X, = YQ # 0. Then L(P), = 
Ya = XQ = L(P’),. If P~+l4! such that Y, = 0, then L(P), = Ye = 0 = L(P’),. 
In a similar manner, the set {N(P)} . 1s consistent. Furthermore, for each 
maximal ideal P, X, = L(P) G3 N(P) an so by the Consistency Theorem, there d 
exist lattices L and N such that X 1 L 43 N. Since X is indecomposable, either 
L = 0 or N = 0; this forces Y = 0 or 2 = 0 and so T -“X is indecomposable. 0 
Define the following three properties that R might have: 
(A) If X is any inde~omposable R-lattice, then, for each maximal ideal P, 
X, = 0 or is an indecomposable R,-lattice. 
(B) The graph of R has no loops. 
(C) Every R-lattice A4 has a unique number of indecomposable summands. 
Lemma 4.5. suppose R is an inde~omposable _ZI ring. Zf T-‘R has any one of the 
properties (A), (B) or (C), then R does us well. 
Proof. (a) Suppose T-‘R has property (A) and let X # 0 be an indecomposable 
R-lattice. By Lemma 4.4, T-‘X is an indecomposable T-‘R-lattice, so X,= 
(T’X), is inde~omposable for all P E .k by (A). In addition, for P&‘A, X, is 
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indecomposable since R, is a domain. Thus, X, is indecomposable for all 
maximal ideals P of R. 
(b) Suppose T-‘R has property (B). By the definition of Ju, any P $5’4 
contains exactly one minima1 prime ideal of R and so P cannot contribute to a 
loop in gph(R). Thus, since gph(T-‘R) has no loops, neither does gph(R). 
(c) Suppose T-‘R has property (C) and let M be any R-lattice with decomposi- 
tions into indecomposable R-lattices as 
Then by localizing at T-‘, 
where by Lemma 4.4, each T-‘&Z, and T’N,. is non-zero and is indecomposable. 
But T-‘R has property (C) and so s = t. Cl 
Theorem 4.6. Let R be any Z’r ring. Then (A), (B) and (C) are equivalent 
properties. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that R is an indecomposable ring. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.5, assume R is semi-local such that every maximal 
ideal contains at least two minimal prime ideals of R. 
(A) + (B). Suppose the graph of R has a loop. Since R is ZZ, Haefner and Levy 
in 12, 1.21 show that the maximal ideals of the loop each must contain exactly two 
minimal prime ideals. Thus, part of the graph of R looks like 
Construct an R-lattice X such that X,, = R, for all P f P,, and XP, = 
WQnLn @tR,Q,lp, using the Consistency Theorem. (consistency occurs be- 
cause R and R/Q,, @ R/Q, have rank 1 at the minimal primes Q, and Q,.) 
To show that X is indecomposable, suppose X= YEB 2 and suppose that 
[RlQ,J, is a direct summand of YP . 
of Y, Y,“_ 
Clearly, Ye, # 0 and so by the consistency 
n 1 # 0 as Q, C P,_l. Thus: by the inde~omposability of XPn_, = Rp,t_l, 
Y P,-1 = Xpn_l = R+ and ZP”_, = 0. But then it must be that Ye,_I f 0 and so 
Y f 0. Continumg in this vein and using the diagram 
($t, = (X, )o = ((R/Q,), )e #O. Hence Y, 
above, Yo, # 0 and so 
=X, and YP=XP for PE 
Spe”c R: so X?ls &decomposable.’ On the other hind, Xi = [R/Q,Jp, @[R/Q,], 
decomposes so (A) is contradicted. This proves (A) --$ (6). 
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(B)+(C). Assume that the graph of R has no loops and let M be an arbitrary 
R-lattice. Let the minimal prime ideals of R be denoted by Q,, Q,, . . . , Qs, and 
recall that by assumption, every maximal ideal of R contains at least two minimal 
prime ideals. 
Claim. There exists a maximal ideal P of R such that either 
(i) P contains exactly two minimal primes Q,, Q, and P is the only maximal 
ideal containing Q 1, or 
(ii) P contains exactly three minimal primes Q,, Q2, Q3 and P is the only 
maximal ideal containing either Q, or Q2. 
Define an endpoint of the graph of R to be a maximal ideal P satisfying either (i) 
or (ii) and call a minimal prime ideal Q a terminal node, provided it is contained 
in precisely one maximal ideal. 
Proof of claim. Since the graph of R has no loops and since there are finitely many 
prime ideals, the gph(R) must basically be an open path; i.e., there must be some 




. . . ‘. . ps 
I\ 
Ql Q, Q, Q4 . . . . . . en-1 Qn 
or 
. . . . . . ps 
I\ (2) 
In either case, the maximal ideals P, and P, are endpoints of the graph. 0 
To show (C), argue by induction on the number s of maximal ideals of R. If 
s = 1, then R, a local _ZI ring, has the K-S-A property by Theorem 2.5 which, of 
course, implies (C). 
Now suppose that s > 1 and let P be an endpoint of the graph of R. Since both 
(i) and (ii) of the endpoint definition are treated similarly and since (ii) is more 
complex, assume P satisfies (ii). Thus, 
P contains minimal prime ideals Q1, Q2 and Q3 such that 
P is the only maximal ideal containing either Q, or Q, . 
(3) 
Diagram (2) above is applicable for this situation with P = P, 
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Since R is semi-local, we have by Lemma 3.3 that R has finite representation 
type; i.e., there exist only finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable R- 
lattices X,, . . , X,. As a result, one decomposition of M might be 
while another decomposition of M might be 
(4) 
(5) 
Thus, to show (C), it suffices to show 
(6) 
BY (3) R/Q,, R/Q, and WQl n Qd are all local rings and so indecompos- 
able R-lattices. Without loss of generality, set 
X, =: R/Q,, x, =: R/Q, and X, =: Rl(Q, n Q2). (7) 
Since these lattices are also rings, their endomorphism rings are also local. As a 
result, X, , X, and X, can be cancelled from the decompositions of M given in (4) 
and (5). This forces a, = b,, a2 = b, and a3 = 6, and so (4) and (5) reduce to 
M’ = X’“4’ @ . . . @X’“” -‘I ,yd @ . . . @ x(bl) 
4 , * . (8) 
Now it suffices to show that 
Form the set S = R\U {A E Maxspec RI.4 # P} which is not equal to R since 
s > 1. The crux of the inductive step is embedded in the next two claims. For 
iB3, 
and 
s-‘x; #O (10) 
S-‘X, is an indecomposable Y’R-lattice . (11) 
To see that (10) is true, suppose that K’X, = 0 for some i > 3. Then for all 
maximal ideals Ju # P, (Xi), = 0 and so in particular for all j such that 3 5 j % II, 
(X;)o, = 0. (S ee d’ ragram (2); every such (2, C Pk for k 2 2.) But this implies that 
(X;), =09 (XI)F, (X,), or (X,), and so Xi = 0, X,, X2 or X, since they agree 
locally. This contradicts the fact that i > 3 and so (10) is true. 
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To prove (ll), suppose S -‘Xi = Y @ 2. Define, for every maximal ideal J% of 
R, 
L(A)= Y, for&#P, 
Similarly, set 
N(Ju)=Z, forJll#P, 
N(P) = [ ;xi)p 
To prove that the family {L(d)} is consistent, it suffices, from diagram (2), to 
show that L(P,) and L(P,) are consistent at Q3. This follows from the fact that X, 
has at most rank 1 at Q3. Similarly, { N(.& )} is consistent. Further, since, at any 
minimal prime Q, (Xi)Q = Ye and Z, = 0 or vice versa, we have (X,), = 
L(A) $ N(A) f or all maximal ideals &. Hence, by the Consistency Theorem, 
there exist lattices L and N such that Xi = L Cl3 N; yet Xi is indecomposable so 
either L = 0 or N = 0 and so either Y = 0 or Z = 0. Thus, S-‘XL is indecom- 
posable. 
As a result, localizing equation (8) by S-’ gives 
where each S-‘Xi is non-zero and indecomposable over S-‘R. Since S-‘R has 
one less maximal ideal than R, by induction 
This finishes the proof of the implication (B) + (C). 
(C) 3 (A). Suppose that X is an indecomposable R-lattice and that for some 
maximal ideal P of R, X, decomposes as X,, = Y $ Z. Of course, if Q is a 
minimal prime Q C P such that XQ # 0, then either 
Yo = X, # 0 and Z, = 0 or vice versa (12) 
since X is isomorphic to an ideal. This will yield a contradiction to (C). 
Note that the graph of R has a loop. To see this, suppose it does not and let 
S, = {& E Maxspec R 1 there exists a path in gph(R) from A, not 
passing through P, to a minimal prime Q C P 
such that Yo # 0} 
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and let 
S, = { & E Maxspec R / there exists a path in gph(R) from J@, not 
passing through P, to a minimal prime Q C P 
such that 2, # O}. 
Set L(&)=:Yfor.&=P, =:X,for.MES,, and =: 0 otherwise. Similarly, set 
N(.&)=:Zfor~=P,=:X_,for.&ES,, and = : 0 otherwise. The consistency of 
~~(~)} and ~~(~)} results from the fact that the localizations of X form a 
consistent family, that X has at most rank 1 at any minimal prime and that gph(R) 
has no loops by assumption. In addition, by (12) and the ‘no loop hypothesis’, S, 
and S, are disjoint and so X, = L(A) @t(A) for every maximal ideal ~66. 
Consequently, by the Consistency Theorem, there exist lattices L and N such that 
X = L @ N. This contradicts the iudecomposability of X and so gph(R) must have 
a loop. 
Since R is ZZ, the maximal ideals of the loop each contain exactly two minimal 
prime ideals. By appropriate localizations, assume gph(R) has the form 
To find the contradiction, set Si = R/(Qi n Qi+*) and Ri = RlQi where IZ + 1 
denotes 1. Each S, and I-2, is an indecomposable R-lattice since each is a local ring. 
ConsidertheR-latticesM=S,~fS,$...&)S,andN=R~R,~...g3R,.Itis 
easy to check that 
for every i such that 1 C= i I II. Since R is a semilocal ring, M = N and thus, 
S, @ S, @ * * +CT3S,,==R@RR,C3... CD R,. Yet each Si, Ri and R is indecompos- 
able so that M does not have a unique number of indecomposable summands. 
This contradicts (C) and so finishes the implication (C)+(A), This proves the 
theorem. 0 
Example 4.7. (1) The ring ZG,, where G, is a cyclic group of order 4, is a ,CZ 
ring-order with K-S-A and UNIS since Pit ZG, = 1 and there is exactly one 
singular maximal ideal. 
(2) The ring ZG, has a loop in its graph and so ZG, does not have UNIS nor 
K-S-A. 
Torsionfree cancellation is the property that every lattice can be cancelled from 
a direct sum isomorphism; that is, every X satisfies 
M@X=N@X imply M==N. (A’) 
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Wiegand, in [S, 2.71, proves that a Bass ring R has torsionfree cancellation if and 
only if D(R) = 0. This is also true for .%I rings. 
Theorem 4.8. Let R be a .$I ring. Then R has torsionfree cancellation if and only if 
D(R) = 0. 
Proof. ‘+‘. For any u E G =: (R/c)*, R”” = R” since A, = (k/c)*. Thus, R” gt R” =L 
(R CD I?)” = R CB R”” = R 43 k. But by hypothesis, if R has torsionfree cancellation, 
then R” = R for every u E G. This implies that D(R) = {[R”] 1 u E G} = 0. 
‘e’. If D(R) = 0, then, by Theorem 3.7, D(M) = 0. On the other hand, if 
M@X-NCBX, then by [6,1.9], N-M” for some uE(Rlc)*=:G. Yet O= 
D(M) = {]M”] ] u E G} implies that N= M” = M so R has torsionfree 
cancellation. 0 
Thus, direct sum cancellation of every R-lattice X, where R is a _ZI ring, holds 
rarely and so the next question to ask is what conditions 012 the lattice X are 
sufficient so that implication (A’) holds? 
Levy and Wiegand, in [3,6.2 and 6.31, provide some sufficient conditions on X 
for Bass rings; for example, if X is projective, then X can be cancelled. However, 
as the following example demonstrates, this condition is insufficient when the ring 
is Z‘I but not Bass. 
Example 4.9. Let R be the triad of 3 copies of the integers Z pulled back over the 
field k = Z/52? (the integers modulo 5). That is, 
Let M be the R-lattice M = R - (1, 1,0) @ R. (0, l,l). Then there exists an 
element uE(E/c)*=:G such that M”@R=M@R but M#M”. 
Proof. First of all, notice that G = (R/e)* = Z: x 22: x Z:, where Z, denotes the 
units of ;2/5Z. As a result, the liftable units form the non-trivial subgroup 
& = H x H x H where II is the subgroup of ZT consisting of the elements i and 
4. It is easily checked that A, = {(x, x, x) 1 x E X3) and A, = {(x, xy, y) /x, y E 
Cl. 
Set u=(2,2,2)EG andobserve that M”C73R==(M@R)“=M@R”==M@R 
since h4 and R are both faithful and u E A,. On the other hand, MU#h4 because 
u@A,,,,. AR by [6,1.6]. To see this, suppose that u E A, -AR. Then u = 
(2,2,2) = (x, xy, y)- (A,, A,, A3) where (A,, A,, A3) E AR. A quick computation 
shows that 2 = A, 1 A,’ . A, E H which is impossible according to the definition of 
H. Hence, M”#M. I7 
Levy and Wiegand [3,6.6] also considered the topic of power-cancellation, 
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which is the implication 
M@X=N@X + M’“‘=N’“’ forsomem. (B’) 
For Bass rings, the exponent of Pit R plays an important role in the power 
cancellation behavior. The same phenomenon occurs for SZ rings as well. 
Theorem 4.10 (Power Cancellation). Let R be a 2Z ring. Then 
(i) ZfD(R) t IS a orsion group with finite exponent x, then x is the least integer 
m satisfying (B’); 
(ii) Zf D(R) is a torsion group with infinite exponent, then (B’) is true, but no 
fixed value of m works for all M, N, X; and 
(iii) Zf D(R) has elements of infinite order, then there are R-lattices M, N, and X 
such that (B’) fails for all m. 
Proof. (i) Since D(M) is a homomorphic image of n’D(R) by Theorem 3.7 and 
since x = exponent(D(R)) = exponent(n’D(R)), we have that x is divisible by 
exponent(D(M)). N owifM@X=N@X,thenM”-Nby[5,2.3].ButuX=1in 
D(M) and so N’“‘= (MU)‘“’ = (M’“‘)“x I MC”). 
To see that x is the least such integer, note that since D(R) = (R/c)*, then for 
any uE(R”lc)*, R”~R”-(R~R”)“=R~R”“=R~~. But if z is an integer that 
sa_tisfies (B’), then (R”)“’ = R”’ and so uz = 1 in D(R’“‘) = D(R) for all u E 
(R/c)*. This occurs if and only if x = exponent(D(R)) divides z. Hence, z is the 
least such integer. 
(ii) This is proven similarly to (i). 
(iii) Zf u E D(R) h as infinite order, then uz # 1 for all positive integers z. 
Hence (R”)“‘#R for all positive integers z. Yet as above, R” @R” = RCB I?. 0 
Determing the size of a given genus is another classical direct sum type 
question. Levy and Wiegand show that, for Bass rings, if Pit R is a finite group, 
then the order of G(M) divides the order of Pit R, [3,5.4]. This is because G(M) 
is always a homomorphic image of Pit R. However, this may not be true for every 
XI ring; nonetheless, there is an analogous result for CZ rings. Let (G( denote the 
order of any group G. 
Theorem 4.11. Let R be a SZ ring with Pit R finite. Let t be the number of 
indecomposable genera as in Lemma 3.3. Then, for every R-lattice M, IG(M)I 
divides (Pit RI’. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, G(M) is a homomorphic image of Hr Pit R. 0 
Of course, Pit R need not be finite; in which case, it still may be a torsion group 
with a finite exponent x. This positive integer determines a bound on the genus 
exponent of an R-lattice M, which is the exponent of the genus class group G(M); 
that is, the genus exponent is the least positive integer m such that if 
NE G(M) $2 jlfif’“’ c1 NC”’ . (C’) 
Levy and Wiegand derive a bound, namely the exponent of Pit R, for all genera 
exponents where R is a Bass ring ]3,5.6]. This same bound also works for Z‘Z 
rings. Note that the exponent of Pit R is exactly the genus exponent of G(R) since 
Pit R = G(R). 
Theorem 4.12 (Genus Exponent). Let R be a 2Z ring. Then 
(i) If PicR is a torsion group with finite exponent x, then (C’) holds for m = x 
but fails for m < x; 
(ii) If Pit R is a torsion group with infinite exponent, then (C’) holds, but no 
fixed vaiue of m works for all h4 and N; and 
(iii) If Pit R contains an element of infinite order, then (C’) is false. 
Proof. (i) To see that x works in (C’), note that x = exp(Pic R) = exp(n’ Pit R) is 
divisible by exp(G(M)) = y, say x = y + z, by Theorem 3.7. Hence, given [N] and 
[Ml E G(M) = G(N), we have x * [N] = y - z . [N] = [M] = x . [M] or N’“’ = M’“‘. 
On the other hand, x is the least such integer that works for all genera for if 
[I] E Pit R such that I’“’ = R’“’ for some m, then I* Z *. . , * Z (m factors) = 
R-R-..: R (m factors) = R and so the order of ]Z] in Pit R divides m. Of 
course, x is the least integer such that the order of any element in Pit R divides x. 
(ii) This is shown similarly to (i). 
(iii) Suppose (I] E Pit R has infinite order. Then [Z]” # [R]” = [R] for all 
positive integers m. Since Pit R can be thought of as both an additive or a 
multiplicative group, [Zlm = m . [Z] and so I’“’ 2 R’“’ or (Cl) fails. 0 
This paper constitutes part of my Ph.D dissertation and I would like to 
acknowledge my thesis advisor, Lawrence Levy, for the help, advice and guidance 
he gave me in this project. 
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